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New Products and Features 

Hardware Features 

400G Layer 1 Diagnostic Logs  

Spirent TestCenter can now collect L1 diagnostic logs on 400G platforms for optical modules. 

Structured Logging 

Logging improvements have been made to existing log infrastructure referred to as Structured 

Logging.  Structured Logging creates classes of structures for the normalization of log messages, 

making it easier to read, analyze, and facilitate the filtering of log messages.  

 Persistent Logging 

Logs are now saved to /usr/spirent/log for ease of access after use, as well as ensuring logs are 

not lost. 

Software Features 

RFC 6349 RTT Discovery 

The RFC 6349 standard notes “Before stateful TCP testing can begin, it is important to determine 

the baseline RTT (i.e., non-congested inherent delay) and BB of the end-to-end network to be 

tested.” In the current implementation of RFC-6349, Round Trip Time (RTT) and Bottleneck 

Bandwidth (BB) are entered manually. Automated RTT Discovery is added to the RFC-6349 

feature in Spirent TestCenter release 5.26. 

“RTT is the elapsed time between the clocking in of the first bit of a TCP segment sent and the 

receipt of the last bit of the corresponding TCP Acknowledgment. The RTT should be baselined 

during off-peak hours in order to obtain a reliable figure of the inherent network latency.”   

Note: RFC 6349 is sold under a separate license and is dependent on the Enhanced Layer 4-7 

feature license. For AION users, RFC 6349 is available as part of the Benchmarking license. 
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HLTAPI: OSPFv3 Graceful Restart Option 

Graceful restart support is added to HLTAPI in the Spirent TestCenter 5.26 release. The sample 

code snippet illustrates its use. 

    set device_ret1 [sth::emulation_ospf_config\ 
                                   -mode                                                    create\ 
                                   -ip_version                                            6\ 
                                   -session_type                                        ospfv3\ 
                                  -network_type                                      ptop\ 
                                  -port_handle                                          port2\ 
                                  -area_id                                                  0.0.0.0 \ 
                                  -intf_ip_addr                                          2000::1 \ 
                                  -gateway_ip_addr                                 2000::2 \ 
                                 -intf_prefix_length                                 64 \ 
                                 -router_id                                                 2.2.2.2 \ 
                                 -mac_address_start                                00:10:94:00:00:02 \ 
                                 -graceful_restart_enable                        1 \ 
                                 -graceful_restart_type                            helper_only \ 
                                 ] 

PPP Server Password Validation 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 added support for PPP server password validation. With this 

feature, the PPP session will not establish if the DUT (device under test) client’s username and 

password do not match the username and password configured on the Spirent TestCenter 

emulated PPP server.  

To enable this feature, select an emulated PPP device, set the “Emulation Mode” to “Server,” and 

then select the “Enable Password Validation” checkbox.  Configure the “Username” and 

“Password.” 
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O-RAN IQ Data Compression Mantissa Bit-Width from 1 to 15 

Prior to this release, Mantissa Bit-Width could be 9/12/14/16.  Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 
extends this value to 1-15 for compression and 16 for non-compression. This can be configured in 
the “Mantissa Mode (bits)” in eCPRI ORAN Message page. 

 

Traffic Consecutive Bad Packets Measurement 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 can measure and record details of every event when packet loss 
and big packet latency happens.  This new feature is enabled in the “Traffic Analyzer” page of the 
receive port.  In the “Advanced” table, select “AdvSeqSample” and input the latency threshold. This 
latency threshold is the criteria to determine if a packet is big latency. 

 
To view test results in Spirent TestCenter IQ, select “AdvSeqSample” in the TestCenter IQ 
Settings page. 
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After starting the traffic, TestCenter IQ provides test results as in prior releases with some 

additional information.  Consecutive Bad Packet Count is a new indicator which is used to count all 

events that have consecutive bad packets.  The bad packet could be packet loss or big latency.  

Some applications can bear one or two consecutive bad packets without any impact.  But service 

will be impacted if it reaches a threshold. And so, this indicator can filter all events that impact 

service. 

 
If the Consecutive Bad Packet Count error is not zero, click “View Details in Table” to open the 
table “Consecutive Bad Packet Measurement Stream Details Result (Consecutive Bad Packet)” to 
see the details for all events.   
This table includes Port Name, Tx Stream ID, Sequence No, Total Drop Count, Consecutive Bad 
Packet Count, Sub Count of Packet Loss, Sub Count of Big Latency, Latency, Reorder Count, 
Event Type, and Timestamp.  Users can determine when and what happens in the network that 
may cause a negative influence. If the value of “Consecutive Bad Packet Count” indicator is 
changed, re-click “View Details in Table” to refresh this table. 

These two new tables are added: 

• Consecutive Bad Packet Stream Event Type Result  

• Consecutive Bad Packet Measurement Stream Details Result 

The first table is summary by stream and the second table lists all bad packet records without 
considering Consecutive Bad Packet setting. 
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This feature is only supported on the following hardware, and it requires a software license. 
 

Part Number Description 

Software 

License 

C50-KIT-18-START 
C50 8-PORT FX2 10 100 1000 SFP, 4-PORT FX2 10 1G SFP+ 

TIMING 
C50-BPK-1386 

FX2-1G-S8 SPIRENT FX2 1G ETHERNET SFP 8-PORT BPK-1386 

FX2-1G-S16 SPIRENT FX2 1G ETHERNET SFP 16-PORT BPK-1386 

FX2-1G-S12 SPIRENT FX2 1G ETHERNET SFP 12-PORT BPK-1386 

MX2-1G-S12 SPIRENT MX2 1G ETHERNET SFP 12-PORT BPK-1386 

MX2-1G-S16 SPIRENT MX2 1G ETHERNET SFP 16-PORT BPK-1386 

MX2-1G-S8 SPIRENT MX2 1G ETHERNET SFP 8-PORT BPK-1386 

C50-KIT-04-START C50 4-PORT 10G 1G SFP+ AND LAYER 2-3 SW C50-BPK-1386 

C50-KIT-06-START C50 8-PORT 10G 1G SFP+ AND LAYER 2-3 SW C50-BPK-1386 

FX2-10G-S12 SPIRENT FX2 10 1G ETHERNET SFP+ 12-PORT BPK-1386 

FX2-10G-S16 SPIRENT FX2 10 1G ETHERNET SFP+ 16-PORT BPK-1386 

FX2-10G-S8 SPIRENT FX2 10 1G ETHERNET SFP+ 8-PORT BPK-1386 

 

Upgrade to PCEP SRv6 Draft Version 09 to Support SID Structure 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 upgrades “PCEP Extensions for Segment Routing leveraging the 
IPv6 data plane” from version 06 to version 09. The latest draft is available at draft-ietf-pce-
segment-routing-ipv6-09.   

Two new Flags are introduced for SRv6 ERO; they will be displayed when “S Flag” is unchecked: 

• SID V Flag 

• SID Structure 

SID V Flag is "SID verification."  SID verification is performed when the headend is explicitly 

requested to verify SID(s) by the controller. 

The SID Structure is an optional part of the SRv6-ERO sub-object. The SRv6 SID Structure TLV 
provides detailed encoding information of an SRv6 SID; this is helpful in use cases that require the 
DUT to understand the SRv6 SID structure and decode it.  When a PCEP speaker receives the 
SRv6 SID and its structure information, the SRv6 SID can be parsed based on the SRv6 SID 
Structure TLV and/or possible local policies.     

https://www.ietf.org/archive/id/draft-ietf-pce-segment-routing-ipv6-09.txt
https://www.ietf.org/archive/id/draft-ietf-pce-segment-routing-ipv6-09.txt
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In the SRv6 ERO Objects, click “Add SRv6 ERO SubOject” to add a new ERO sub-object.  When 

the “T Flag” is checked, the SID Structure can be defined. 

 

As SRv6 SID Structure TLV is still TBD, users can specify the TLV type in PCEP Global Options. 

The default type should be the next unassigned value – 60. 

 

When an invalid SRv6 SID Structure TLV is received, Spirent TestCenter will reply a PCErr with 

Error-Type = 10 and Error-Value = 42 (Temp Value).  No new license is required for this feature. 
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BGP SR-TE Policy Custom Attributes 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 supports custom attributes in BGP SR-TE to provide more 
flexibility. Based on “Advertising Segment Routing Policies in BGP” version 03 (draft-ietf-idr-
segment-routing-te-policy-03), this feature includes:  

• Exclude Attribute for SR-TE Policy   

• Custom Attributes for SR-TE Policy 

• Custom Attributes Extended Length Flag 

A new column, “Exclude Attributes” is added in page BGP > BGP Routers/VPLS/Link-State > SR 

TE Policy, where users can disable the default attributes and add custom attributes. 

 

Another new column, “BGP Custom Attributes” is added in page BGP > BGP Routers/VPLS/Link-

State > SR TE Policy, where users can customize attributes like BGP IPv4/6 does. 

 

In the “Custom Attributes” table, users can enable “Extended Length Flag” even if the length is less 

than 256. 

  

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-idr-segment-routing-te-policy-03
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-ietf-idr-segment-routing-te-policy-03
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PCEP P2MP LSP Extension for IPv6 

This feature is an enhancement of PCEP P2MP LSP Extension, introduced in Spirent TestCenter 

release 5.21.  With Spirent TestCenter release 5.26, PCEP P2MP LSP Extension for IPv6 is 

supported. 

In the configuration of PECP LSP Configuration, Source Address, P2MP EndPoint Objects, 

ERO/SERO Objects, and RRO/SRRO Objects all can be IPv6 addresses. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

FlexE Capture OAM Message and Decode 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 supports capture OAM message and decode functions of Basic 
code block (BAS), automatic protection switching (APS), connectivity verification (CV), Uni-
directional delay measurement (DM), bi-directional delay measurement (DMM), bi-directional delay 
measurement response (DMMR), and client signal type (CS). 

In the OAM page of FlexE client, users can start to capture and view captured data in Wireshark 
for one kind of function.  Note: Only one type of function, on one client, can be captured at once.  If 
multiple clients are selected, the “Capture” menu will be grayed out. 
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Click “View Capture” to open Wireshark automatically. 

 

When both clients send and receive BAS, the CC Status in FlexE > OAM > OAM Client Results will 
be Connected, otherwise the CC Status is Disconnected. 

This feature requires Wireshark-1.10.3-spirent_196 or later, to decode the message correctly. 
 

Spirent Wi-Fi New Features 

AP-C2-KIT-11AX-1E 

 

Spirent TestCenter AP-C2-KIT-11AX-1E appliance in a compact and portable 2U appliance form 

factor combines Spirent’s industry leading IEEE 802.11ax WLAN tri-band 2.4GHz/5GHz/6GHz 

interface card (one Wi-Fi NIC) with Spirent IEEE 802.3bz BASE-T 

100Mbps/1Gbps/2.5Gbps/5Gbps/10Gbps Ethernet card on a copper interface. Users can emulate 

large numbers of realistic 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax WLAN clients to connect with an AP via a cabled 

conductive or over-the-air (OTA) link. Customers can upgrade their existing AP-C2-KIT-11AX-1 

appliance to AP-C2-KIT-11AX-1E appliance to extend the test coverage in 6GHz (Wi-Fi 6E) 

frequency band. 
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Spirent TestCenter IQ – New Dead Stream Health Indicators 

Spirent TestCenter IQ now includes two distinct “Dead Stream” health indicators to distinguish 

between streams that never received packets from streams that are currently not receiving 

packets. 

• Currently Dead Stream Indicator – shows the data streams that are currently not receiving 
packets. 

• Totally Dead Stream Indicator – shows the data streams that have never received a packet 
since the beginning of the test 

Outlining this distinction between the two sets of streams is helpful in characterizing system 

behavior during convergence events, where a subset of streams goes “dead” for a period of time 

before regaining connectivity. Example scenarios are described below. 

• Total streams are 80.  This is a scenario where no traffic is present on the streams. So, both 

the currently and totally dead stream count is 80. 

• In this scenario, the link was broken on 40 streams and traffic was started; so, on 40 streams, 

there is traffic, but on the other 40 streams there is no traffic. 

• Traffic stopped after the break link.  So, the currently dead count is 80 as all streams have no 

traffic; the totally dead stream count is 40, because there was no traffic at all during the test on 

40 streams. 
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O-RAN Continuous RF Generation on FX3/MX3 25G 

Prior to the introduction of this feature, the number of stream blocks required to create one 

RadioFrame were based on the sub-carrier space and bandwidth. These stream blocks were sent 

only once in 5G fronthaul testing.  Introduced in Spirent TestCenter release 5.26, a new option is 

added in port parameters that allows users to decide to send a burst or continuous ORAN traffic.  

In the case of continuous traffic, the same IQ samples would be transmitted for the required 

duration or in continuous mode with incremented Frame ID. 

This feature also supports up to 8 O-RU or O-DU emulation at one port.  All these O-RU and O-DU 

must have the same SCS and bandwidth setting. 

The slot ID increment is configurable. For example, with slot ID set as 0,2,4,6, the slot ID 

increment should be 2. 

In port setting, configure the “Traffic Duration Mode” as “Continuous” in eCPRI/ORAN page. 

  

If the traffic is required to be sent for a specific duration, change the Duration Mode from Traffic 

Generator settings to “Seconds.”  Note, this requires continuous traffic mode to be enabled in O-

RAN, to ensure the packet field increments are sent correctly.  

 

Spirent Capture for few cards has limited resources. In case of continuous mode and a large 

number of packets, it is recommended to increase the capture buffer size from Capture settings.  
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This feature is supported on following hardware modules at 25 Gbps only. 

FX3-100GD-T2 SPIRENT FX3 100 25GBE QSFP28 2-PORT 

FX3-100GQ-T2 SPIRENT FX3 100 50 40 25 10GBE QSFP28 2-PORT 

FX3-100GQF32-T2 SPIRENT FX3 2-PORT 100G 50G 40G 25G 10G W  32G 16G FC QSFP28 

MX3-100GD-T2 SPIRENT MX3 100 25GBE QSFP28 2-PORT 

MX3-100GQ-T2 SPIRENT MX3 100 50 40 25 10GBE QSFP28 2-PORT 

MX3-100GQF32-T2 SPIRENT MX3 2-PORT 100G 50G 40G 25G 10G W  32G 16G FC QSFP28 

FX3-25GD-S8 SPIRENT FX3 25 10GBE SFP28 8-PORT 

FX3-25GD-T2 SPIRENT FX3 25 10GBE QSFP28 8-PORT 

FX3-25GO-S8 SPIRENT FX3 25GBE SFP28 8-PORT 

MX3-25GD-S8 SPIRENT MX3 25 10GBE SFP28 8-PORT 

MX3-25GD-T2 SPIRENT MX3 25 10GBE QSFP28 8-PORT 

MX3-25GO-S8 SPIRENT MX3 25GBE SFP28 8-PORT 

O-RAN User Plane Using Different VLAN from Control Plane 

Prior to Spirent TestCenter release 5.26, both O-RAN control plane and user plane used the same 

VLAN ID, and VLAN priority was configured in “Emulated Device Interface” as shown.  

 

With this new feature, O-RAN control plane will continue to use VLAN ID and VLAN priority as 

above, but user plane can use a different VLAN ID and priority configured in eCPRI tab.   

In the eCPRI page, it can be enabled by selecting “Override U-Plane VLAN” and then VLAN ID 

(Value range 0 - 4095) and priority (Value range 0-7) will be configured. 
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FlexE Transmit Overhead Error Injection 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 supports injecting overhead error for FlexE. Text boxes 1, 2, 3, 

and 4 are used to define frame ID, block ID, error count, and error interval.  If error count is 0, error 

will be injected continuously.  If interval is 0, error will be injected at every occurrence. If interval 

value is X (not zero), it will skip X blocks between corrupted blocks.  

After defining values in text box 1 and 2, users can enter the bit inversion position in text box 5 

accordingly.  Click “Start Tx Overhead Error Injection” (text box 6) to trigger bit inversion in the 

block of a frame specified in text box 1 and 2. 

PCEP Extensions for IPv6 Flow Specification 

This extends the PCEP Extensions for IPv4 Flow Specification feature that was introduced in 

release 5.22 to support IPv6.  To emulate FlowSpec, it must be enabled in the PCEP page. In the 

PCEP LSP configuration page, FlowSpec Objects for each LSP can be added, edited, or removed.  

Flowspec types for IPv6 are added. 
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IS-IS Application-Specific Link Attributes and Extension for SRv6 Draft Update 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 upgrades to support IS-IS Application-Specific Link Attributes 

(RFC 8919), and draft version 04 was supported prior to this release.  IS-IS Extension to Support 

Segment Routing over IPv6 Data plane (draft-ietf-lsr-isis-srv6-extensions-13) is supported, and 

draft version 07 was supported before. ISIS Application-Specific Link Attributes Sub-TLV is 

updated by adding two new sub-TLVs named Extended Administrative Group and TE Default 

Metric.     

 

In ISIS LSP Neighbor, SRLG TLV is added which includes Neighbor SystemID + Pseudonode 

System ID, Standard Application Length, Standard Application Bit Mask, User Defined Application 

Length, User Defined Application Bit Mask, Link Identifier Sub-TLVs (Link Local/Remote ID and 

IPv4/IPv6 interface/neighbor address) and SRLG value. 

 
IsisAdminTagSubTlv32Bit and IsisAdminTagSubTlv64Bit are added in SRv6 Locator TLV.  

In ISIS LSP IPv6 Routes, a new Flag (A Anycast) is added for Prefix Attribute Flags Sub-TLV. 

  

https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc8919.txt
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Wireshark Spirent Version is updated to interpret new TLVs. 

Flexible Algorithm for OSPFv2 

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 adds support for IGP Flexible Algorithm with OSPFv2. Before this 

release, Flexible Algorithm for IS-IS and OSPFv3 are supported. In OSPFv2 LSA, Flex Algorithm 

Sub TLV is add in Opaque/Router Info LSA and it has five optional sub-TLVs:  

• Exclude Admin Group 

• Include-Any Admin Group 

• Include-All Admin Group   

• Definition Flags   

• Exclude SRLG 

 

SR FAPM (Flexible Algorithm Prefix Metric) is added as a sub-TLV of Extended Prefix TLV in 

Opaque/SR Ext Prefix LSAs. 
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PTP Block Support 

This feature improves usability in high-scale scenarios for PTP protocol. Users can create a block 

of PTP devices by just changing the number of devices per block in the emulated device. The 

existing PTP device wizard also has been extended to support Block. 

Users can create a scale PTP configuration using the wizard with ease, without worrying about the 

parameter distribution across device block and across the ports. The PTP Configuration page 

allows users to configure number of device blocks per port and the number of devices per block, 

along with protocol specific parameters. It also supports step parameter across the blocks and 

across the ports from the specified start value.  

Configure the number of device block and devices per block 

Configure block step and port step along with PTP parameters 
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Configure device block without wizard support 

 

Note: The classic Spirent TestCenter result views are not supported for block configuration. Spirent 
TestCenter IQ view has been extended for block support and all results are available in Spirent 
TestCenter IQ. 

802.1CB Rx Analysis Support 

Hardware Supported: 

• FRER TX is supported in all Hardware types. 

• FRER RX Analysis is supported in 10G speed on Spirent FX2-10G-Sx, NIC-47 In STC_ADV 
TSN Mode. 

FRER feature provides increased reliability (reduced packet loss rates) for a Stream by sequence 
numbering and replicating every packet, in the source end system and/or in relay systems in the 
network and eliminating those replicates in the destination end system and/or in other relay 
systems. 

This feature enables Spirent TestCenter users to test these scenarios: 

• Sequence generation and split scenario. 

• Recovery and elimination on End system/Relay system 

FRER Filter mode support: 

These filters are used for comparing the streams for eliminating duplicates.  
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FRER Configuration: 

Stream frame editor has been enhanced to support R-tag header configuration. 

 

Two new Counter Modes have been introduced: 

• TSN FRER Basic Mode: Used for testing Match Recovery Algorithm. Sequence history length 

considered is 1 and All latency measurement like Max, Min, Average, Short Term latency is 

measured. 

• TSN FRER Advanced Mode: Used for testing Vector Recovery Algorithm. Sequence history 

length considered is 64 and Only Max latency is measured. 
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Spirent TestCenter IQ: 

FRER specific counters have been introduced in the Spirent TestCenter IQ result selector along 

with TCIQ profile for FRER results. 
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CBdb (Mask and Match Stream Identification) Support 

Hardware Supported: 

• TX is supported in all Hardware types 

• RX Analysis is supported in following HWs 

o In 1G speed on Spirent FX2-1G-Sx, MX2-1G-Sx, NIC-65, In STC_ADV TSN Mode. 

o In 10G speed on Spirent FX2-10G-Sx, NIC-47, In STC_ADV TSN Mode 

Mask and Match Stream Identification feature enables user to create a customized stream 

identification function based on the specific fields. This stream identification function operates at 

the frame level. Input information for the Mask-and-match Stream identification function is obtained 

by masking one or more of the following parameters, source address, destination address, and the 

first N octets of MAC service data unit, N being a system-dependent variable.  

Stream identification is then done by comparing these masked ISS parameters with specific match 

values. The Mask-and-match Stream identification function supports Stream identification schemes 

ranging from very simple, using a single mask applied to one of its input parameters, to complex 

schemes involving masks applied to all input parameters, and in particular a specific MAC service 

data unit mask to identify communication flows supported by various higher-layer protocols. 

FRER Filter mode support: 

New Mask and Match option is added in the existing filter mode. When the mask and match option 

is selected, Source MAC address, Dest MAC address, VLAN, and MSU mask are available for 

users to configure. 

 

When the MSDU mask is enabled, users have the option to configure IPv4, IPv6, and Custom 

header, as shown in the screen capture. Currently, only the fields listed below are supported for 

each header. 
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RFC 8239 – Head of Line Blocking (HOLB) Test  

Spirent TestCenter release 5.26 has added support for Head of Line Blocking Test as the third test 

in the RFC 8239 Data Center Benchmarking Methodology, a 5-test benchmarking solution.  

Head-of-line blocking (HOLB) is a performance-limiting phenomenon that occurs when packets are 

held up by the first packet ahead waiting to be transmitted to a different output port. The objective 

of this test is to understand the DUT's behavior in the HOLB scenario and measure the packet 

loss. As part of this release, the packet loss is measured in iterations for two groups with eight 

DUT ports. Users must connect Spirent TestCenter traffic generator to eight ports on the   DUT.  

RFC 8239 benchmarking methodology provides a standard guideline to evaluate the performance 

of a data center network in a wide range of traffic conditions. With this benchmarking test available 

in Spirent TestCenter, users will have an accurate, reliable, and repeatable test solution to 

evaluate the performance of their data center networks at a lower cost.  Line-Rate Test and 

Microburst Test are already delivered in Spirent TestCenter Release 5.14 and 5.19 respectively. 

Additional tests will be available in future releases.  

RFC 8239 – HOLB test configurations parameters are shown below. 
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A sample test report snippet for a HOLB test looks like this. 
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Enhanced Layer 4-7: RTSP with RTP over TCP Unicast Video 

RTSP with RTP over TCP unicast video is frequently used within surveillance and other IP-based 

cameras. Support for testing these protocols was added in Alpha form in Spirent TestCenter 

release 5.24 and is now generally available (GA) in release 5.26. Both 1-arm and 2-arm testing is 

supported.  

1-Arm Testing 

1-Arm testing is provided to enable the testing of a video surveillance system or other video 

system that receives multiple video streams. In this context, Spirent TestCenter operates as a 

server only and can be used to source multiple video streams.  

Within the Spirent TestCenter main GUI, client and server ports are selected as usual. However, 

the client ports are used purely for their IP address and are not used to actively generate traffic. As 

such, offline ports may be used for this purpose. 

The desired TestCenter IQ result groups are also selected from the Spirent TestCenter GUI as 

shown. 
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Ports intended for server emulation are dragged onto Server Endpoints in the Enhanced L4-7 GUI 

as shown. 

  

The editing pencil icon can then be used to configure the RTSP traffic as shown in the screen 

capture. The RTSP TCP port number and the maximum TCP segment size are configured via this 

dialog. The dialog is also used to upload the video file that will be used for transmission by the 

server. 
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The test is run using the blue arrow in the normal way. The following screen captures show a 

selection of the available TestCenter IQ results. 
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2-Arm Testing 

2-Arm testing is provided to enable the testing of network and cloud infrastructure used to support 

video surveillance systems or other video systems that utilize multiple video streams under the 

control of RTSP. In this context, Spirent TestCenter operates as a client and server and can be 

used to drive multiple video streams across the infrastructure device or system under test. 

As with the 1-arm case, client and server ports are selected within the main Spirent TestCenter 

GUI as usual.  In the 2-arm case, however, client ports are used actively to receive the test traffic 

generated by the server side.  

The desired TestCenter IQ server, client, and end of test result groups are selected from the 

Spirent TestCenter GUI as shown in the following screen captures. 
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The RTSP protocol is configured in a similar way to the 1-arm case described above, with the 

addition of client port configuration. The RTSP settings include Client settings that enable the 

required transport type to be selected. At present, only RTP over TCP Interleaved transport is 

supported.  

The screen capture shows the configuration dialog. 

 

The test is run using the blue arrow in the normal way. The following screen captures show a 

selection of the available TestCenter IQ results. 
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Spirent Support 

To obtain technical support for Spirent Communications products, please contact our Support 

Services department using any of the following methods: 

Americas 

 

E-mail:  support@spirent.com 

Web:  https://support.spirent.com 

Toll Free:  +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America) 

Phone:  +1 818-676-2616  

Hours:  Monday through Friday, 05:00 to 17:00 Pacific Time 

Europe, Middle East, Africa 

E-mail:  support@spirent.com 

Web:  https://support.spirent.com 

Phone:  +33 (1) 6137 2270 (France)  

Phone: +44 1803 546333 (UK)  

Hours:  Monday through Thursday, 09:00 to 18:00, 9:00 to 17:00 Friday, Paris Time 

Asia Pacific 

E-mail: support@spirent.com 

Web:  https://support.spirent.com 

Phone:  +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free mainland China only) 

Phone:  +86 (10) 8233 0033 (China) 

Operating Hours:  Monday through Friday, 09:00 to 18:00 Beijing Time 

Company Address 

Spirent Communications, Inc. 

27349 Agoura Road 

Calabasas, CA 91301 

USA 

 

The latest versions of user manuals, application notes, and software and firmware updates are 

available on the Spirent Communications Customer Service Center website at 

https://support.spirent.com. 

Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services can be found on the 

company website at https://www.spirent.com. 
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